




LOCATION:
Stephenson House is within walking distance of Morley Town Centre. This property boasts very good access to local transportation links with Morley
train station and the M62 motorway easily accessible and other direct routes into Leeds are also available. Residents also benefits from some fantastic
local amenities, such as the brand new White Rose complex, which features a modern cinema, a large shopping centre and various popular restaurants
- what's not to love!

EXTERIOR:

Front
Stephenson House features allocated parking for the block, which includes one dedicated space for this apartment and four visitor spaces. There is a
green area to the rear too.

Rear
The rear of the building comprises of allocated parking for residents within the other blocks and more visitors parking.

INTERIOR

Entrance Hall
Good quality, laminate flooring. Electric heater and intercom system. Loft access.

Lounge
4.68m x 4.41m
A spacious room, large enough to support alternative furniture arrangements, as required. Hardwood floors throughout and a Double Glazed Juliet
balcony to the front elevation. Two Electric Heaters and a storage closet.

Kitchen Diner
4.68m x 2.42m
Features include: a freestanding washing machine, dishwasher, fridge and freezer. There is also an electric oven, four ceramic hobs and an extractor
fan above. Splash-back tiling, a 1l capacity stainless steel sink and drainer and there is space for a tumble dryer if preferred. The kitchen boasts plenty
of storage units and worktop space. A small dining table and chairs can also work well here. Double Glazed windows to the front elevation. Electric
heater.

Bedroom
3.32m x 3.36m
A large room which can support a King-size bed and some additional items of furniture, as required. Double Glazed windows to the rear elevation and
an electric radiator. Double wardrobes and an airing cupboard.



Bathroom
Very spacious, modern wall and floor tiling. Features include: a bathtub with a separate standing shower, a wash basin and a w/c. Extractor fan with
isolation switch. Double Glazed window to the rear elevation. Two 'Electric shaver' power supplies and an electric heated towel rack.

Unique Reference Number
#LCLG

Disclaimer
Every attempt has been made to ensure accuracy, however these property particulars are approximate and for illustrative purposes only. They have
been prepared in good faith and they are not intended to constitute part of an offer of contract. We have not carried out a structural survey and the
services, appliances and specific fittings have not been tested. All photographs, measurements, floor plans and distances referred to are given as a
guide only and should not be relied upon for the purchase of any fixture or fittings. Lease details, service charges and ground rent (where applicable)
are given as a guide only and should be checked prior to agreeing a sale.






